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sary hardware needed for this important step. Edward C. Wente came
to the company in 1914, and in 1917
he designed the forerunner of the famous Western 394-W condenser microphone which was produced cornmercially in 1926. This microphone
provided the necessary sensitivity and
frequency range to record speech and
music adequately
with excellent
quality. E. C. Wente and A.L.
Thuras also designed a dynamic-type
driver, the Western Electric 555-W
receiver which, when coupled with a
horn consisting of a 1-in (25-mm)
throat and a 40-ft 2 (3.7-m 2) mouth
area, was capable of a range of 1005000 Hz and with an average midrange efficiency of 25%. With 5-W
input it could create more than 1 W of
acoustic power. By using multipledriver units and several horns, it was
then possible to fill the larger theaters
(3000-5000 seats) with ample sound
power to reproduce speech, sound
effects, and music adequately. This
efficiency of 25%, compared to less
than 1% on a present home highquality cone-type loudspeaker,
was
needed because only 2.5- and 10-W
amplifiers were available.
These
amplifiers used filamentary-type
vacuum tubes requiring direct current
from batteries or motor generators for
both filament and plate supplies. The
power amplifiers were of the 205-D
type in single-ended and push-pull
circuits. The recording amplifiers
were of the type that was used so
successfully
in the first 500-W
broadcast transmitters, studios, and
public address equipment. The 8-A
and 9-A amplifiers provided the amplification from the 394-W condenser
transmitter amplifier, which fed the
recording equipment. A speed of 90
ft/min (27.5 m/min) and 24 frames
per second was chosen for both the
sound disk and the sound on film
equipment,
which was released in
1927. Accurate speed was possible
due to the work of H. M. Stroller,
who used a bridge-balanced driving
motor. Unbalance of the bridge provided the necessary change of current
which increased or decreased the
motor speed as required.
In 1927 January Electrical Research Products, Inc. (ERPI) was
formed as a subsidiary of the Western
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Electric Company to handle eommercial relations with the motion
picture producers and exhibitors. At
this time both disk and film recording
methods were made available. Again,
Wente was responsible for another
important device, the light valve,
This was a string valve using two
ribbons suspended in a plane at right
angles to a magnetic field. The ribbons were 6 mil (0.15 mm) thickand
stretched to a reasonable point of
8500 Hz. A fixed source of incandescent light illuminated the opening
between the ribbons spaced 1 mil
(0.025 mm) apart. Current from the
recording amplifier moved the ribbons from the normal spacing of I mil
(0.025 mm) either to complete closure of the slit or to double width of 2
mil (0.05 mm) as a maximum for
100% modulation of the fixed source
of light. This slit was focused on the
film by an optical system with two-toone reduction. This is the variabledensity-type sound recording on film
system,
I MAJOR STUDIOS START
SOUND DEPARTMENTS
In 1928 April, six months after the
showing of "The Jazz Singer," Paramount, United Artists, MGM, Universal, and others signed agreements
with ERPI for licenses and recording
equipment. One can only imagine the
intense activity resulting from these
contracts. Western Electric utilized
all of its telephone plant manufacturing facilities at Kearney, NJ, and
the Hawthorne plant in Chicago to
produce the required 16 recording
channels delivered in late 1928. What
hectic days these were! Sound stages
were erected with Dr. Vern Knudsen
of UCLA serving as acoustical consultant. Sound directors, transmission engineers, and recording staffs
were recruited from the broadcast
industry, the telephone companies,
phonograph
recording companies,
and any related field since there were
few sound experts, and none with
talking picture experience. An augmented staff of writers, composers,
and stage actors were also assembled,
The training of staff kept pace with
material developments. The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, funded by the eight major

producers, gave night school instruction to 900, and this course resuited in the publication in 1931 of
the book, Recording Sound for Motion Pictures, published by McGrawHill Book Company. I was privileged
to be one of the authors.
Hollywood, the capital of the silent
motion picture, now, in its reincarnation, had a voice! Stars of the silent
screen recorded their voices, and
many failed to qualify for the sound
pictures. The success of outdoor
pictures, such as "Arizona,"
shook
Off the belief that a sound stage was
essential.
RCA Photophone, Inc., was organized in 1928 to promote the cornmercial exploration of their sound on
film system. The Photophone group
was organized from a three-cornered
arrangement between General Electric, Westinghouse,
and RCA. The
Photophone system of recording used
the variable-area method. The sound
track is produced by actually moving
a light beam ofuniformintensity back
and forth lengthwise across a slit
whose length and width are fixed. The
resulting sound track in its early form
had the appearance of a serrated or
sawtooth edge of uniform density and
adjoining a uniform transparent area.
Otherwise all sound recording and
reproducing equipment is essentially
alike. By the end of 1929, ERPI and
RCA had equipped more than 5000
theaters in the United States and 2000
abroad.
Warner Brothers continued the
Vitaphone method of sound on disk
up to 1933, at which time they
switched to sound on film because of
the obvious advantages of synchronization, editing, and standardization
with the other studios.
Both disk and film equipment was
installed in duplicate since at the time
of contractsigning it was thought that
both would be used. Actually the disk
equipment was used for instant playback of the recording, using the soft
wax for this purpose. The wax was
processed into a pressed record and
used as a backup in case the film recording was not adequate. This duplication was dropped after a few
pictures since the use of two film
machines proved to supply adequate
protection.
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The experienceofWesternElectric
did not involve a full feature length
film, including editing and release
printing of the hundreds of prints
needed for simultaneous exhibition,
Thuswe were immediatelyfaced with
the problem of creating "dubbing"
facilities. This consisted of providing
a number of reproducing sound heads
in rerecording rooms where a number
of recorded films could be synchronized, including music and sound
effects along with the original dislogue. A new single negative was
then available for the final release. As
many as 16 separate sound tracks
were used to composite all of the individual sound tracks,
The Western Electric 394-W condenser microphone was initially used
from 1925 to 1932. At this time, dynamic-type microphones such as the
618 and 633 types were extensively
used.
Later the Western Electric type
639-B cardioid microphone and the
RCA 77-type direction microphone
wereusedextensively,
2 DIALOGUE EQUALIZATION
The rush to release

sound motion

pictures in 1928 did not allow for a
real analysis of naturalness.
However, it was soon recognized that a fiat
overall frequency response characteristic resulted in an unnatural
quality in speech. It was gradually
recognized that voices were more
natural when the low frequencies
were attenuated by suitable equalizers
at the time of original recording.
They were called "dialogue equalizers'' (voice effort equalizers). The

level is required since the picture
image is larger, the distance to the
listener is much greater, plus the
background noise is low and the performer talks at a lower than average
level,
Fig. 2 shows the average voice
characteristics
of men and women,
Normal and soft-spoken dialogue has
a high content of low frequencies as
compared to the loud voice where
there is a large shift to higher output
in the 500-700-Hz region,
There was also a large variation in
the amount of initial equalization
used. This resultedfromthefactthat
in some studios the actors were permitted to speak at a low volume,
while in other studios they were required to use a loud voice because of
the varying ambient background
levels. Fig. 3 illustrates the minimum
and maximum amount of attenuation
in the dialogue equalizers under the
conditions discussed. The maximum
equalization
is similar to the Aweighting networks in the sound level
meter,
There was a decided difference in
the amount of dialogue equalization
needed for outdoor scenes as cornpared to indoor scenes, similar to the
response of loudspeakers outside and
inside. Outdoor scenes required less
dialogue equalization because the
sound spreads uniformly in all directions. The low frequencies are less
directional and are, therefore, more
attenuated than the higher noise frequencies, which have marked directional characteristics.
Indoors,

ofthe

shape
equalizers was arrived at
empiricallyfor best natural sound.In
later years, studies arrived at basic
concepts of why these equalizers
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reverberation builds up the low-frequency response.
The editing of a film sound track for
orchestra and voices became very
complex at the very beginning of
sound pictures. Artists who were
beautiful on the screen in many cases
were not capable of singing an entire
number without a flaw. This was
overcome by making as many as 10
takes of a number. Imperfect notes
were then cut out of the sound tracks
and a perfect note was inserted. Most
musical sound film editors become so
skillful in using this technique that the
audience was totally unaware that
there may be as many as 50 notes or
bars inserted in a completed song.
Early in sound motion picture recording the need for added artificial
reverberation became apparent. Time
delay for echoes and added reverberation to music were desirable, but
such equipment was not available.
First attempts included using several
prints of sound tracks spaced one or
more frames apart and delayed from
the original track. These were then
mixed together with results which fell
short of the goal. Another attempt
was to use a long pipe, 300-500 ft
(90-150 m) in length, driven by a
loudspeaker on one end and picked up
on microphones at 100-ft (30-m) intervals and added to the original
sound. This gave better results than
the spaced tracks, but limited the type
of reverberation.
In 1934 the Hammond Electronic
Organ had as an accessory a "reverberstat" which supplied artificial re-
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Fig. 1. TheFletcher-Munson curves.
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verberation to the organ notes. This
unit was composed of a series of coil
springs of different lengths and diameters driven by a loudspeaker, with
the opposite ends of the springs energizing the microphones. This was
the first method that achieved a desirable added reverberation to original sounds,
Later, reverberation rooms were
built consisting of special rooms with
little absorption so that reverberation
periods of up to 3-5 s were available,
These rooms were energized by a
loudspeaker and picked up by one or
more microphones. At a later date,
drum, disk, and tape delays augmerited the supply of sources for artificial reverberation.
3 MUSIC PRESCORING
The need to record music with VDcal selections became obvious at a
very early date in sound motion picture recording. Stage noise caused by
the hum of arc lights, cameras, ventilators, improper acoustics, placement of orchestra, and many special
handicaps forced the techniques of
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mittee on sound was established after
the Shearer two-way horn system had
been installed in several major preview theaters in the Los Angeles area
in 1936. Previously it had been customary to adjust theater reproducing
equipment
to satisfy individual
groups. The adjustments made with a
sound track from one studio did not
always meet with the approval of
other studios. This practice produced
a cycle of theater adjustment and
studio compensation. This deviation
was as great as 20 dB in the very-lowfrequency spectrum. Such a situation
was so impractical that the sound department heads appointed the Cornmittee on Standardization of Theater
Sound Projection Equipment Characteristics, of which I was the chairman.
The committee issued a full report
in 1938 April. It contained instructions on the essential specifications
for all theaters using two-way theater
loudspeaker systems. A sample test
reel contained segments of pictures
and sound considered representative

picture. This was done by placing the
prescoring
allmusical
orchestra
and
soloists portions
in a stageofthe
de-

of the recording of each of the eight
major studios. This resolved the dilemma of individual adjustments and
was a dramatic step toward worldwide standardization in theaters. This
was reinforced when the Research
Council prepared and distributed
various test reels to major theater
service groups, which adjusted the
theaters to specific Academy stundards.
The major studios, through the
Research Council of the Academy,
began to organize courses and teach
techniques on sound recording and
reproduction
for their employees.
This was necessary because no formal
courses on sound recording were offered in educational institutions. In
1938 the Academy published a book
entitled Sound Motion Picture Recording and Reproduction. This book
incorporated lectures composed by
the eight major studio staffs selected
for the course. (An earlier book had
been published in 1930 by the Academy.) Bulletins on sound track standards were issued in 1940. Desired
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signed specifically for music. (The
noise levels were below 35 dBA.) The
orchestra was picked up by several
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balance, and the solo and choral
microphones
to obtainthe desired
groups used separate microphones,
Up to 1935 only nondirectional
microphonesand the RCAribbonmi-
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crophonewere used. The soloists
wereisolatedacoustically
fromthe
orchestra with panels (flats) as much
as possible, but it was always necessary to have the soloists hear the orchestra and face the musical director.
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Fig. 2. Average voice characteristics of men and women.

4 THE ACADEMY RESEARCH
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The Motion Picture Research
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Council became effective in 1934
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March, when the major producing
companies formed and funded the
technical bureau of the Academy.
Gordon S. Mitchell was appointed
manager. Under him, subcommittees
were organized to study all phases of
the technical aspects of motion picture production. The first subcom-
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Fig. 3. Dialogue equalizer minimum and maximum range.
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theater acoustics and the required
electric power for different-sized

RCA developed a cross-modulation
method used in the variable-area

Company, forcing them to divorce
themselves from the theater sound

theaters were charted,
The Academy curve was created
when there were two fundamental
film and recording equipment characteristics over which there was no
immediate control:
1) Basic film grain noise limited the
signal-to-noise ratio,
2) Noise reduction components at
near subaudible frequencies extending up to 30-40 Hz.
The film grain size results in hiss in
the varible-density system, whereas
pin holes and track abrasion result in
hiss in the variable-area
systems,
Recordings with basic modulation
distortion, due to intermodulation
and cross modulation, limited the
high-frequency
reproduction
response. All recordings used 8000-Hz
low-pass filters. Therefore the reproducing curve was lowered at least
18 dB at 8000 Hz. The gradual drop
from 3000 Hz to cutoff was chosen
after many standardization committee
meetings in which the films of all
major studios were reviewed. This
portion of the curve was agreed on as
the best compromise,

system. 9000 Hz was modulated at a
4000-Hz rate. Minimum output provided
the lowest
distortion,
E. Kellogg discussed the nonslip
printer principle, which resulted in
improved constant speed in the
printing process, and helped both
picture and sound. DuPont developed
a fine-grain negative film for variabledensity recording that materially increased the signal-to-noise ratio. At
this time a change in the developed
density was observed every 3 ft (0.9
m) resulting in an amplitude change
of 2 dB. Investigating the phenomenon, H. Moyse of DuPont discovered
that this was due to stick marks created when the film was drying over
supports at this spacing. A continuous-drying process was then developed, and variation was reduced to
0.2 dB.
Both Eastman and DuPont provided blue-sensitive fine-grain films
in 1938-1939. To offset the slow film
speed, a mercury lamp was used for
exposure; since it was many times
more efficient, only violet and ultraviolet light w.as needed. It was also
applied toBell & Howell printers,
O.L. Dupy developed the squeezetrack method of noise reduction at
MGM. This technique consisted of a
variable-width matte that reduced the
width of the variable density recorded
for low modulation. When the matte
reduced the width of the track on a
manual operation,
an attenuator
geared to the matte position unit
compensated for the decreased level
of a narrow track by increasing the
electric signal by the same amount.
This resulted in noise reduction up to
10 dB on low-level signals. Warner
Brothers studios developed a "deesser"
which electronically
decreased the excessive sibilant energy
in speech as full modulation was approached.
In 1939 Walt Disney's
"Fantasia" used stereo and multitrack
sound effects with surrounding
loudspeakers,
and provided the industry and the public with an example
Of what they could expect in the future.
In 1938 the U.S. government issued a consent decree to Bell Laboratories and the Western Electric

reproducing supply and theater sound
service. A separate company, called
the Altec Service Company, was
formed by former Western Electric
employees to take over these contracts. Altec and RCA then provided
the major staff for theater sound service. The release-film footage from
one major studio in 1940 was 40 000
miles (64 360 km) of film, or enough
35-mm film to wrap one-and-a-half
times around the equator.
As World War II approached, the
studios lost many technical staff
workers who were in the military reserve or were recruited by scientific
agencies. This resulted in such a severe reduction in staff that only essential workforce was used to maintain limited production.
In my
opinion, the first 12 years of development in motion picture sound
techniques provided a technical base
that has not been changed materially
to this date.
With this background, and the fact
that variable-density reproduction is
no longer in use, since it was replaced
by the variable-area method, there is
a need for a new Academy curve
which represents the present situation, rather than one limited by 1940
conditions.
The same applies to
loudspeaker
designs.
The 1936
Academy Award design was based on
many conditions that no longer exist.
The Loew's theater chain alone had
150 theaters with a seating capacity
between 3000 and 5000, with as many
as three balconies. There are not
many theaters of this size today.
Moreover, the required distribution
pattern is now quite different. Stadium seating now limits the vertical
angle to 30° or less. As a result, the
present theater loudspeaker can be
designed with a wide horizontal distribution not possible with a lowfrequency horn.
A flat-baffle vertical low-frequency
array will produce an 8-10-dB increase in uniformity up to 1000 Hz at
45 ° compared to the Academy horn.
This was demonstrated in 1969 at the
Academy Theater. It can also extend
an octave lower in frequency. The
low-frequency cutoff at 50 Hz was a
compromise between hearing the

5 SOUND QUALITY
IMPROVEMENTS
Flutter, due to nonuniform speed
control in recording and reproducing
equipment, was a great source of annoyance in the early years. The RCA
rotary stabilizer sound head was an
outstanding design that reduced the
flutter to a point where it was no
longer a factor in the quality of reproduction.
John Frayne and Ray
Scoville developed the intermodulation test for nonlinearity in variabledensity sound recording.
The test combined a high frequency, such as 7000 Hz, with a low
frequency of 60 Hz. The 7000-Hz
tone, when reproduced, was examined to determine the amount of 60Hz modulating tone present. This
valuable tool was used in the filmprocessing control procedure to reduce distortion, and it was also applied by others to test the linearity in
disk rerecording and amplifier design.
J. O. Baker and R. H. Robinson at
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